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suMMmY

The hazard of igniting airplane crash fires by electrostatic sparks,
generated when detached airplane parts fly through-clouds of dust ~d -
fuel mist, was investigated. Within the limits of variables studied,
the rates with which airplane wreckage collected a charge were directly
proportional to the rate that clay dust or fuel mist was titercepted.
Maximum rates of experimental electrificationwere used to relate energy
accumulation to wreckage sizes and trajectories and to estimate minimum
hazardous wreckage sizes and trajectories. Comparison of sizes and tra-
jectories of wreckage shown in motion pictures of airplane crashes with
these estimated sizes and trajectories indicated that the hazard is
small. Of the remedisl measures considered, polyethylene coatings were
found to offer promise of protection against electrostatic spark ignition.

INTRODUCTION

During the investigation of fuJJ-scale airplane crash fires described
in reference 1, an ignition occurred that could not be explained satis-
factorilyby any mechanism other than by an electrostatic spark. Fire
stated in a cloud of fuel mist 60 feet behind the stopping airplane when..
a severed landing gear approached the ground after tumbling through dust
clouds, as shown in figure 1. Investigation of the ground impact area
and the landing gear led to the conclusion that neither mechanical fric-
tion sparks nor Diesel compression of the oleo-pneumatic strut furnished
the ignition energy. Accordingly, an investigationwas conducted to
evsluate the hazard of electrostatic spark ignition in airplane crash
fires and to study remedial measures.

It is well establishedby the literature of electrostatic charging
and ignition (summarized in refs. 2 to 8) that spark ignition charges
may be accumulated by the collision of solid or liquid airborne psrticles
on insulated objects of sufficient electric capacitance. However, the
available quantitative data sre inadequate to evaluate the hazard imposed
by the materials and conditions involved in airplane crashes. Thus, it
was necessary to measure the rates at which airplane parts are charged by
impinging clouds of charge carrier (dust and fuel mist). These measure-
ments were made by blowing dust and fuel at full-scale airplane parts of
known capacitance and measuring the rates of voltage increase. me
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2 NACA TN 3026

controlled variables affecting the charging mechanisms in these tests
were chsrge carrier and wreckage materials and the relative velocities
between the two.

Methods of reducing electrostatic fire hazards in industry are well
described in references 2, 3, and 9, but they a~ear to have no direct
application to the prevention of airplane crash fires ignited in this
manner. The following two remedisl approaches have been studied: (1)
limitation of ener~ generationby a noncharging coating and (2) modifi-
cation of the discharge to avoid ignition. Noncharging coatings were
shown in reference 10 to present impractical maintenance problems, and
a search for such a noncharging coating that wmild meet all the require-
ments of normal and crash applications was abandoned. An insulating
coating used to modify the discharge to a rate too low for ignition, or
to quench the
investigation
laboratory.

~ order

ignition, a~eared more promising and has been-tested. The
reported herein waa conducted during 1952 at the NACA Lewis

APPARATUS AND PRWEDURE

to determine the rates with which detached wreckage could
be electrostatically charged, landing-ge= parts were exposed to an air
stream containing electrostatic charge carriers (dust and fuel mist) while
motion-picture records were made of the time and the voltage of the
charges generated. Figure 2 is a general view of the experimental equip-

ment. Clay dust or fuel mist, or both, dispensed in the ~-foot diameter

blower nozzle, were blown a“tthe suspended, insulated landing-gear parts
15 feet away. Charge-carr@ng.dust or fuel-mist particles impinging on
the airplane parts deposited or removed electric charges. The resulting
potential was recorded as a function of time by motion pictures of the
electrostatic voltmeter deflections. Amore detailed description of the
equipment is presented in the following paragraphs.

Landing-gear psrts. - The major part of an airplane landtig gear
severed in an experimental crash was rigidly suspended as shown in fig-
ure 2. Each supporting wire rope was attached to the landing gem by two
series-connectedporcelain insulators. The measured capacitance of this

insulated landing gear, the voltmeter, and the lead was 200)CL0-12farad;

and the resistance to ground was of the order of 1012 ohms. In some
experiments the wheel was rotated at about 300 rpm, equivalent to take-
off speed, by a removable electrically driven friction wheel. The land-
ing gear was discharged to ground after it had been accelerated to 300
rpm and before the charging experiment was begun.

An alternate method of suspending the wheel without the strut is
shown in figure 3j the metal hub and axle were encased in rubber when the
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chargtig characteristics of mibber smfaces were determined. The capac-

itance of this confi@ration was about 100XIO-U fSxad.

Charge-cam@ng materials. - The charge-carryingmaterials that form
clouds through which airplane parts may fly in a crash are mainly fuel
mist, sand, clay dmt, and snow. The term “charge carrier” m be used
in this report to refer to finely divided solids and liquids that deposit
or remove electrostatic charges on or from flying airplane parts. Al:
though snow was noted to be an effective charge carrier when blown at the
insulated landing gear, quantitative tests were limited to the use of
Jl?-3turbojet fuel mist and dried, pulverized clay soil from the crash
site. This clay dust contained 1.5-percent moisture by weight.

Dust dispenser. - me clay-dust charge carrier was titroduced into
the blower air stream through a pivoting chute from the outlet of the
vibratory powder feed bin shown in figure 2. Since the flow rate was un-
stable, two flow-rate samples were taken aa a part of each electrifica-
tion operation by shifting the chute to a ssmple ~ontainer for timed ti-
terval.sbefore and after each experhent.

Fuel-mist feed. - The W-3 hydrocarbon fuel charge carrier was in-
troduced into the blower air stresm as a fine mist. This fuel was sprayed
through 10.5-gsllon-per-hourhollow-cone atomizing nozzles at pressures
from 115 to 2(M pounds per square inch.

Air blower. - The blower could be regulated to produce the desired
airspeeds of 45 and 65 miles per hour as measured at the suspended
landing-gear parts 15 feet away. Ih these crashes sm airspeed of 45
miles per hour approximates the translational speed of the landing-gear
parts through the air titer separation from the airplane. Charge-carrier
concentrations in the blower stream were calculated from the mass of
charge carrier and the volume of air that were mixed at the blower nozzle.-

Potential and time measurements. - Tne potentials of the insulated
landing-gem parts were measured with an electrostatic voltmeter. Since
the range of this voltmeter was only 20 kilovolts, sphere gaps spaced to
spark at 30 kilovolts were added in an attempt to extend the range of the
voltage measurements. The voltmeter and sphere gaps were mounted to form
a unit with a timer. A grounding switch and a start indicator were
linked to operate when fuel was sprayed or when the dust-dispenser chute
was shifted to the blower stream. Voltage, time, and start data were re-
corded by a 35-rnilJ_imeter,8-frame-per-secondmotion-picture camera. The
inertia lag in meter response, although appreciable, did not affect meas-
urements of rates of voltage increase, since only linear portions of
potential-time graphs were used to determine these rates.

Ignition-capabilityequipment. - Studies of ignition cap~ility of
discharges from suspended wreckage were conducted with a flowing
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propane-air mixture. (This gas has a minimum ignition energy very c~ose .
to that of gasoline hydrocarbons.) Propane and air were metered through
orifices of suitable size at pressures regulated to obtain the most
easily ignited mixture. This mixture was piped through a flame trap to
the nozzle shown in figure 4, which contatied a centrdlymounted dis-
charge electrode. Sparks between this electrode and charged bodies were
thus surroundedby the flowing, combustible mixture.

Protective-coating study equipment. - The apparatus shown in figure
5 was used to determine the ignition capabilities of discharges drawn
from the sphere at points of measured coating thickness. The electrom-
eter and coated sphere were chargedby connecting the power supply to
the uncoated mounting rod for as long as 30 seconds. The power supply
was then disconnected snd the grounded electrode, either a l/4-inch-
diameter pointed rod or a 2.46-inch-diametersphere, was brought towards
the charged sphere until a spark occurred or until it touched the coating.
Zn order to measure the iaition capabilities of the discharges, a jet
of propane-air mixture, prepared as described previously, was directed
at the spark gap at 70 to 90 milliliters per second.

geax
data

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first data presented are experimental charging rates of landing-
parts in an air stream containing clay dust and fuel mist. These
sre then used to obtain an estimate of the electric energy that

could be accumulatedby the wreckage flying through dust or fuel-mist
clouds under conditions similar to the crashes studied in reference 1.
Such an estimate gives an indication of whether the particular landing-
gear ignition incident was the result of a borderline ignition energy.
Minimum sizes and trajectories of wreckage that may constitute an elec-
trostatic ignition source in an airplane crash are also estimated from
these charging-rate data. A count of wreckage that appears to approxi-
mate these size and trajectory requirements in the motion pictures of 21
crashes is offered as additional data bv which these estimates and the
electrostatic ignition hazard may be ju~ged. A study of
ings and the selection and evaluation of one example are
to indicate the possibility of inhibiting ignition-spark

Experimental Chargtig of Airplane Parts

protective coat-
presented later
discharges.

Determination of charging rates. - The maximum rates of potential.
rise were obtained by plotttig potential as a function of time as recorded
by motion pictures in each charging experiment. The charging-rate curves
obtained did not all rise at zero time when the meckage and meter were
disconnected from ground potential and permitted to accumulate a charge;
some curves also showed discontinuities in the rates of potential increase.
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These charging-rate lags and interruptionswere the result of fluctua-
tions in dust flow due to difficulties with the dust dispensing equip-
ment and the result of fluctuations in the air stream due to variations
in wind speed, direction, and turbulence. However, the steepest linear
slope of a curve, lasting for a signtiicant potential.increase, was Meas-
ured sad represented the msximum potential increase rate for that exper-
iment.

Charging rate as function of dust rate. - The results of a series
of experiments in which clay dust was used as a charge carrier are sum-
marized in figure 6. A group of curves, similar to those previously
described, were obtained from experiments tiwhich dust was blown at 45
miles per hour and were analyzed to determine the maximum charging rates
produced at varying rates of dust dispensing. Charging rates are plotted
as a function of average dust flow. Each short horizontal line repre-
sents an individual experiment, and the dust rates are plotted as short
lines rather than as points in order to demonstrate the probable range of
dispensing rate for each experiment. The slope of the line faired through
these plotted data indicates that, within the range of variables studied,
the potential generated is directly proportional to the amount of dust
blown at the landing gear, and that the potential of the lauding gear and
voltmeter were raised an average of 6 volts per gram of dust blown in
this particular group of experiments.

In a crash accident, this result infers that the energy collected
by flying wreckage is roughtly proportional to the concentration of charge
carrier in the air and the volume of the path swept by the wreckage (with
the assmnption of a constant charge-carrierpsrticle-size range).

Effect of other variables on charging rate. - In addition to the
effect of chsrge-csrriermass, several other crash-accident variables were
studied. Chsrge-carriermaterial (dust and fuel), wheel rotation, rela-
tive velocity between chsrge csrrier smd wreckage, and wreckage materials
were varied to determine their effects on the order of magnitude of elec-
trostatic charge accumulation. The conditions and results of pertinent
groups of experiments sre presented in table I. The maximum rates ~f
potential increase, the concentration of charge carrier h the blower air
streah producing each wimum rate, and the maximum rates of potential
increase that might be expected at a chsrge-carrier concentration of 1
grsm per cubic foot of air are tabulated in the last three columns. For
PWoses of comparison> the charging rates of individual experiments were
converted to a common basis of 1 gram of chsrge carrier per cubic foot of
air. This conversion is permitted by the linear relation between charg-
ing rate and chsrge-csrrier concentration shown in the previous section.

Jh the succeeding discussion, all charging rates discussed have been
converted to the rate expected at an arbitrsry charge-carrier concentra-
tion of 1 gram per cubic foot of air, unless stated otherwise.

—... ——...——— . ..— —.—. ——-—-—
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Over the limited range of the independent variables studied, a ten-
fold range in the magnitude of maximum charging rates resulted from chang-
ing the charge csrrier and wreckage materials and the impact velocities.
A significantbut inestimable part of this charging-raterange of 3.9 to
38 kilovolts per second may fall within the effects of day-to-day un-
controlled variables and experimental error. One variable, the charge-
carrier materisll(clay dust agahst fuel mist), affects more than the
magnitude of the charging rate; opposite polarity chsrges were generated
on airplane wreckage materials by clay and fuel impact (see table I).
Clay dust consistently charged wreckage positively (+5.1 to +13.3 kv sec
max.), and fuel mist charged wreckage negatively (-3.9 to (-38 kv/sec .
Chsrging-rate experiments in which dust and fuel were blown together at
the insulated landing gear produced either insignificantpotentials or
slow potential increases (0.54 kv/sec max., charge-carrier concentration
undetermined). This opposite effect of dust and fuel permits the in-
ference that maximum crash electrificationwiJJ_occu only in chsrge-
carrier clouds composed of particles all of which produce charges of like
sign, that is, dust alone, fuel alone, or perhaps fuel and snow (refs. 7
and 10 state that snow generally charges aircraft negatively). The con-
tamination of otherwise clean wreckage by fuel or dust did not alter the
polarity of the charges or the apparent charging mechanisms of either
charge csrrier.

Rotation of the wheel and tire resulted h a somewhat higher dust
charging rate (+13.3 kv/see) than other comparable dust charging rates.
Such rotation would provide a relative charge-carriervelocity on the
advancing top of the wheel of about three times the observed wreckage
speed of 45 miles per hour. At the higher velocities of the snow charg-
ing experiments described in reference 10, charging current was found to
increase nearly as the ctie of the airspeed. Thus, the higher relative
velocity due to wheel rotation maybe responsible for the higher charging
rate. The possibility also exists that wheel rotation allows time for the
accumulated charge to distribute on the rubber surface and leak to the
metal parts, which may also be effective in increasing the chargtig rate
of the rotattig wheel and landing gear. However, in 21 simulated take-
off accidents, few wheels rotated appreciably after impact with the
barrier used to remove the landing gear, and this value is not considered
typical of these crashes. No appreciable effect on chsrging rate was
noted by varying the relative velocities of the dust blown at the complete
landing gear over the narrow range studied from 45 to 65 miles per hour.
(Compare experimental configurationsl(a) and (d) of table I.) Maximum
charging rates did not increase significantlywith velocity (+5.1 kv/sec
against +5.5 kv/sec converted to 1 g/ft), nor was the rate of potential
increase greater per gram of dust blown at the higher velocity.

Wreckage material (metal as compared with rubber) appesred to cause
a small, twofold change in dust charging rate. Metal parts of the land-
ing gear, with the tire removed, showed a maximum charging rate of
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+10.2 kilovolts per second under otherwise similar conditions in which the
landing gesr with the tire chsrged at +5.1 kilovolts per second (experi-
mental configurations 3(a) and l(a) of table I). Only 5 percent of this
increase might be attributed to the 5-percent lower capacitance that re-
sulted from removing the tire. A rti%er-sheathed axle and wheel (shown
in fig. 3), upon which were mounted, in turn, static-conducting and
nonstatic-conducting mibber tties, hsd a msximm charging rate of the
same magnitude aE similsr dust charging experiments, although the maxi-
mum potential increase rate showed a twofold incresse to +lJ_.2kilovolts
per second [experimental configurations l(a) and 4(a)). Halving the
potential increase rate is required to obtain a comparable charging rate,
since the charged system had only hslf the capacitance of the other
simulated-wreckageexperimental configurations.

Fuel-mist charging of the metal.landing gear with the tire removed
produced the smallest wimum charging rates, -3.9 kilovolts per second
(configuration3(b) in table 1). Chsq@g rates nearer the mean of the
maximums listed in table I might have resulted had a wider range of day-
to-day uncontrolled vsriables been encountered by conducting more exper-
tients.

During all.51 experiments described in the preceding discussion and
in table 1, in which the effects of himidity, temperature, surface resis-
tivity, and so forth, which are affectedly uncontrolJ_edrandom weather
conditions, but which were such as might exist in a crash, the maximum
charging rate was -38 kilovolts per second at a chsrge-carrier concen-
tration of 1 grsmper cubic foot (table I). This charging rate resulted
from blowing a fuel mist of 0.14 gram per cubic foot over the landing-
gear assemblyat 45 miles per hour (configuration). Under condi-
tions also likely to occur in an airplane crash, clay dust produced a
charging rate of 10.2 kilovolts per second at 1 gram per cubic foot on
the metal.struts and wheel from which the rtiber tire was removed (con-
figuration 3(a)). These maximum vslues, which sre considered to repre-
sent the order of magnitude of charging that could be expected for a unit
charge-carrier concentrationwithti the range of tabulated conditions,
will be used in sfisequent estimates related to the size of wreckage re-
quired for a hazardous accmmlator 0$ electrostatic ignition energy.

Electrostatic Ignition Hazard

Since it has been shown that electrostatic charging of flying wreck-
age is possible, it is necessary to obtain some tidication of the re-
sulting fire hazard. The preceding results and discussion have shown the
extent to which electrostatic energy may be generated on flying wreckage
by clouds of charge carrier dispersedby the sliding airplane. By the
application of this and other pertinent information, it is possible to
make estimates of the energy collectedly the lsndtig gesx during the
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crash in which ignition occurred, and of the minimum size of wreckage .

necesssry to collect sufficient energy to be hazardous. W order to make
these estimates, it is convenient to establish a plausible vslue for the
minimum ignition ener~ required by sn electrostatic spark to ignite hy-
drocarbon fuels.

After an estimate is made of the minimum hazardous size of fl@g
wreckage, it is possible to obtain an over-aJl indication of the frequency
of occurrence of electrostatic ignition hazards by studying the full-
scsle crash pictures and estimating the frequency of fl@ng wreckage of
hazardous size. The order of discussion of these subjects w~ be as
follows:

(1) Estimate of electrostatic energy required for ignition

-(2) Estimate of ener~ accmmlated in crash ignition incident

(3) Estimate of minimum size of wreckage necessaryto generate
i~ition energy

(4) Frequency of occurrence of electrostatic ignition hazards in
controlled crash investigations

(5) Summary of electrostatic igaition hazard in airplane crash fires

Estimate of required electrostatic i~ition energy. - The minimum
spark i~iticm energy of an inflammablemixture is defined for capacitance
sparks in reference 11 as the total energy stored in sn electric circuit
at the tiitiation of the weakest spark just capable of igniting the mix-
ture. The quantity of energy required increases rapidly as the following
factors deviate from the optimum: the combustible-mixturecomposition,
velocity, and pressure, the electrode spacing ad configuration, and the
spark duration. The electrode composition and the voltage appear to
have little effect on the min3mum ignition ener~. Although, under pre-
cise laboratory control, as little as 0.1 millijouleswill ignite quies-
cent hydrocarbon-airmixtures (see ref. 1), greater energies are required
for conditions that deviate slightly from the optimun. Other factors may
slso operate to require greater quantities of stored energy on the wreck-
age at the instant of discharge. Although dust in the air is an elec-
trostatic generating agent, it may also act to prevent ignition. The
characteristicsof the electrodes (the weckage and the ground), their
total electrical discharge paths, and factors such as mixture composition
snd velocity (sumar ized in ref. U.) operate to require larger ignition
energies. It was experimentsJly determined that optimum composition
propane-air mixtures, flcndng at 70 to 90 milliliters per second from the
l/2-inch-dismeter jet shown in figure 5 required a minimum energy of 1.4
millijoules (fig. 8). Similsrly, sparks to clay soil from the nozzle
shown in figure 4 required a stored ener~ of 1.2 millijoules to ignite
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the flowing propane-air mixture. In view of the improbability of the
simultaneousmeet@ of sll the many required optimum ignition condi-
tions necessary to achieve O.1-miJlijoule ignitions and in view of the
1.4- and 1.2-millijoule ignitions obtained when only mixture composition
was optimum, an energy of 1 millijoulesis considered to be a conservative
“plausible minimum ignition ener~.” This value will be used h the
succeeding discussion.

Estimate of electrostatic energy accumulated in crash ticident. -
In order to determine whether the lsnding-gear i~ition incident des-
cribed in the JI?TRODUCTIONsnd in reference 1 was the result of border-
line chsrging conditions, estimates were made of the electrostatic en-
ergy accumulated on the landing gear in the incident. These estimates
are based on the following conditions and assumptions derived from the
crash-fire investigations snd the previously described charging-rate
studies:

y (1) The landing gesr flew through a dust cloud estimated to contain
0.6 gram per cubic foot of clay dust at 45 miles per hour for 1.08 sec-

3
ends before landing h an srea of fuel spillage that it ignited (fig. 1).
Contact of the tire with the ground at the end of the first bounce, which
preceded this flight, harmlessly discharged any charge resulting from
this first flight through dust and fuel mist.

(2) The chargtig current to be expected on the flying lsnding gear
is the same as in the previously described chsrging-rate experiments,
converted for dust density. This highest dust charging rate was +5.1
kilovolts per second at 1 gram of dust per cubic foot of air in the ex-
perimental configuration (1(a)) that was most like the crash conditions.
This configuration consisted of dust sl.onein a 45-mile-per-hour air
stream blowing at the completely severed landing gear, which had a capac-

itance, suspended in a metal frame, of 15OX1O-12 farad. The electrostatic

voltmeter and connecting lead had capacitances of 8X10-12 and 42X10-12

f=adj brtiging the total capacitance of the system to 200X10-12 farad.
At the 0.6-gram-per-c@ic-foot estimated dust concentration, the charg-
ing rate for the capacitance of this*system woul.dbe 3.06 kilovolts per
second. The charging current is about 0.6 microampere by the equation

where i is the
tance in farads,
h volts; and t

i = cv/t (1)

current in amperes, which would charge C, the capaci-
to the potential V, which is also the potential increase
is the time of potential increase in seconds.

(3) The capacitance of the flying severed landing gear, which will
be used to calculate its accumulated energy, is estimated to be

0

—— — — — - — — . ———.— —
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130X10-12 fsrad by the relation given in reference 3. This relation
states that the capacitance of an object in micromicrofarads is roughly
1.1 times its radius or one-hslf its ~eatest dimension in centimeters.

This value is slightly less than the 150X1.0-12farad measured capacitance
of the severed landtig gear when’suspended for charging experiments. A
measured capacitance to ground in excess of the estimated free-fl@ng
capacitance is to be expected because of the proximity of the grounded
metal suspension structure.

From the preceding assumptions, the fly.bg landing gear with

130X10-12 farad capacitance charging at 0.6 microampere for 1.08 seconds
would accumulate a potential of 5.0 kilovolts. By the relation

(2)

where

w energy, joules

c capacitance, farads

v potential, volts

this 5.O-kilovolt potential would represent 1.6 millijoules of stored
electric ener~. This energy exceeds the chosen value of plausible min-
inum i~ition ener~, and it can thus be considered as ad.ditioml.evidence
that this crash fire was ignitedby an electrostatically generated sparkj
however, the conditions appesr to have been borderline for such an
ignition.

If the crash conditions had been sltered slightly so that the severed
landing gear had traveled through fuel mist alone, instead of dust, the
charging experiments (table I) show that the severed landing gear might
have chsrged at -38 kilovolts per second at 1 gram of fuel per cubic foot
of ah. At the 0.6 gram per ctiic foot of ati concentration of charge
carrier estimated to be present behtid the airplane, this charging rate
is equivalent to a current of 4.56 microsmperes. fi the 1.08 seconds
available for chsrging at this maximum rate determined for fuel mist, 38
kilovolts and 93 times minimum ignition energy Wodd have been acc~a-
ted. Thus, crash conditions can exist that would result in wreckage
accumulating many times the chosen plausible ignition energy. Under such
circumstances, optimum conditions for ignition would not be required and
the probability of fire wouldbe increased.

(K

z
(N

Estimated midmum hazardous wreckage size. - The minhmm size of
wreckage that presents an electrostatic ignition hazard may be estimated
on the basis of the following assumptions:

.
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(1) The relative speed between detached wreckage and the charge-
carrier cloud is about half take-off speed, 45 miles per hour in this
case.

(2) At this speed and at a charge carrier-density of O.6 gram per
chic foot, the msximum charging current (fuel mist alone) on a landing
gear of 15 square feet of frontal area was found to be 4.56 microsmperes,
or 0.304 microampere per square foot of frontal area when fuel mist was
blown at the complete severed landing gear.

(3) The wreckage is of spherical shape with a capacitance in micro-

[

farads ref. 3) of 1.1 times one-half the greatest dimension in centi-
meters 16.78 nnzltipliedbydiam. inft). Potentials and energies gen-
erated sre dependent upon the frontal area and the capacitance of flying
objects which, for a sphere, are functions of the dismeter.

(4) The charging time or time of flight of an object, if it is to be
in the charge-carrier cloud for the maximum time, is the time of rise and
free fall.from the top of the cloud.

With these assumptions, the rate with which the wreckage potential
increases when flylng through a charge-carrier cloud canbe evsluatedby
equation (l):

v= it/C

The terms on the right side of this equation can be evaluated as follows
in terms of the effective wreckage diameter and the trajectory height:

i
Ycd2= 0.304 pamp/sqft (from assumption 2) XT

where d is the greatest wreckage dimension or dismeter in feet;

t = 0.499 <E

where H is the height of the trajectory within a charge-carrier cloud
in feetj

C = 16.78dx10-12 farad (from assumption 3)

Combining the various constants gives the final potential of the
wreckage:

v . 7.11.Od@ volts (3)

_ —.———.—_——. - .- ——. .—— — -— .— —.- .—
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These terms also may be substituted in a form of the ener~ equa- .

tion (2), in which potentisl increase V is replaced-by its equivalent
in current, time, and capacitance

Ugw=~

[
d2

(0.3CM ~xlo -q(o.499@]2
=

-12
2(16.78dx10 )

in order to solve for the energy accumulated on spherical-shapedwreckage:

w . o.000424d% (4b)

The minimum diameters of spherical wreckage that would, under the
preceding assumptions, accumulate a hazaxdous iaition energy and poten-
tial are plotted in figure 7 as a function of trajectory height in a
charge-carrier cloud. Ih the crashes observed in this investigation,fuel
and dust clouds rarely etiended above 12 feet during the time crash-

detached wreckage was falling. Curve A (d= 1.33H1/3 from eq. (4b)) in-
dicates that a 12-foot-high trajectory requties spherical wreckage of
0.6-foot diameter to accumulate a plausible minimum i~ition energy of
1 millijoules. Lower trajectory heights would require larger wreckage
diameters. The diameter and the trajectory values corresponding to the
literature minimum ignition energy of 0.1 millijoulesare given by curve B

(d = 0.62&3). Thus, wreckage smaller than a sphere of 0.3-foot diam-
eter in a 12-foot-high trajectory is incapable of producing ignition sparks,
and hazardous diameters probably must exceed 0.6 foot.

Although minimum i~ition energies may have been accumulated, the
potential must also exceed 4CQ0 volts. This potential is necessary to
spark across gaps of over 0.05 inch. Gaps smaller than 0.05 inch quench

‘1/2) shows thatlow-energy capacitance spark ignitions. Curve C (d= 0.56H
the diameters and the trajectory heights required to produce this potential
are smsll.erthan those required to produce minimum ignition energy. There-
fore, if the trajectory height snd the diameter of wreckage suffice to
accumulate ignition energy (1 or 0.1 mj), the potential will spark across
a gap that exceeds the quenching distsmce. Thus, ignition is not limited
by inadequate potential if the necessary energy has accumulated.

The assumption of spherical shape of wreckage in the preceding anal- -
ysis probably leads to estimates of wreckage diameter or span that are
smaller than actually required to accwnul.atesufficient ignition energy.
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Nonspherical-shapedwreckage can never have more, and usually wiK1.have
less, frontal area than spherical wreckage of the same greatest di.men-
siono Both frontal.area and capacitance, however, are functions of diam-
eter. ~pection of the derivation of equation ~4a) will show that,
while the energy accumulated is only a first-power inverse function c)$
the diameter term derived from capacitance, the ener~ accumulated is a
direct fourth-power function of the area-dependent diameter term derived
from charging current snd potential. Therefore, it is likely that devia-
tions of wreckage shape from the assumed spherical shape would reduce the
charge-accmulating effect of area much more than decreas~ capacitance
would increase the potential and ener~ of the charge.

During the rate-of-electrificationexperiments, it was noted that,
in the majority of recorded tests, the voltage was limited to about 17
kilovolts; although in many experiments the range of the 20-kilovolt
meter was exceeded. In a few cases, it appeared that discharges occurred
across the sphere gaps set at 30 kilovolts, but these observations were
never recorded photographically. It appeared likely, therefore, that coro-
na (silent glow) discharge might limit the potential generated on flying
wreckage and require that the size of hazardous wreckage be larger than
estimated in the preceding paragraphs. While the properties of corona
discharge are well-known for power-transmission and radiation-counter
applications, data applicable to direct-currentproblems involving wide
spacings are limited. The data of references 10 and 12 to 14 indicate
that, under crash conditions, significant corona discharge currents may
comnence to flow from shsrp points and edges of fractured wreckage when
potential gradients in excess of 5C0 volts per centimeter are attatied.
Corona discharge currents, once the onset gradient is attained, can be
msny times larger than the maximum experimental electrification current
measumd in this study. It is believed that corona discharge may a~re-
ciably reduce the energy available for ignition in the time during which
wreckage falls from a height above ground at which the corona-onset poten-
tial gradient is reached to a height at which the spark occurs. ~us the
effect of corona discharge may also operate to require larger wreckage to
accumulate a plausible minimum ignition energy than is tidicated by the

-1/3
relation d = 1.33H .

Occurrence of electrostatic ignition in full-scale crash investi-
gations. - In order to evaluate the preceding estimate of minimum size
and trajectory of wreckage that constitute an electrostatic ignition haz-
ard, an inspection was made of the motion pictures and maps of wreckage
distribution of 21 full-scale crashes. These crashes were conducted as
described in reference 1 to simulate take-off accidents. Although motion
pictures were taken from seven directions, the wakes behind the airplanes
were photographed only incidentally. These photographs, however, gave
at least some picture of the charge-carrier clouds raised behtid the
airplane during each crash. Only detached wreckage of somewhat greater
span than given by curve A (fig. 6) could be observed in the motion

—. _ —. .—— ————.——— — — .- ——
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pictures. A count was made of wreckage exceeding 2-foot greatest dimen-
sion that flew through charge-camier clouds to land in sreas of fuel
spilbge and thus became potential.ignition sources. Of the hundreds of
pieces of wreckage detached from airplanes during these 21 crashes, only
12 such pieces of wreckage (larger than 2 ft) laded in areas of fuel
spi23.ageto become potential ignition sources. Of these potential.igni-
tion sources only the lsrgest, the detached landing gear previously dis-
cussed, ignited the spi31ed fuel. This survey thus implies that (1) the—
minhnum hazardous wreckage sizes

estimate d = 1.331r 1/3 (fig. 6)
an electrostatic ignition hazard
of other airplane-crash ignition

sre significantly lager than the -
N

tidi=tesj ad (2) wreckage co~titittig $
is infrequent compared with the occurrence N

sources.

of hazard. - It has been shown on the basis of assumptions
that the electrostatic ener~ accumulated on detached airplane wreckage
flying at expected velocities through clouds of clay dust and fuel mist
is a function of the cube of the diameter and of the trajectory height.
For minimwn (laborato~) ignition energy and with a trajectory height at
the top of the highest expected dust or fuel clouds, this equivalent
spherical diameter is certainly over 0.3 foot and probably exceeds 0.6
foot h ahplane crashes at present take-off speeds. Among the hundreds
of pieces of wreckage observed in 21 full-scale crashes, only 12 landed
in conkm.stiblesreas and were est3mated to have accumulated more than a
plausible minhman ignition ener~. That only the largest one of these 12
pieces of wreckage that were counted as hazardous ignited sp~ed fuel
may be attributed to several causes: the assumptions of the preceding
estimate, the deviation of conditions for ignition too fsr from the opti-
mum, and the loss of the necessary energy through corona discharge.

Consideration of the minimizing nature of the asswptions of this
anslysis and of the results from the study of crashes tidicates that the
hazard of electrostatic spark ignition in airplsne crashes is small com-
pared with the hazards presentedby the large nuniberof i~ition sources
described in reference 1.

Investigation of Protective Coatfig

The literature survey described b the INTRODUCTION showed that the
most promising of several methods of reducing static spark ignition haz-
arb in an airplane crash is that of coating structures likely to become
flyhg wreckage with a material of high dielectric strength.

Requirements of protective coating. - Sparks of-sufficient power for
ignition from either the surface of the insulating coating or the charge
induced on the underlying metalmust be.preventedby the surface and vol-
ume resistivity properties of the coattig. For this remon the b=~dm

voltage of the surface resistance must be sufficient to prevent the rapid
discharge of an area condensing a charge capable of delivering the
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plausible ignition ener~ (1 mj). Puncture discharge from the metal
through the insulating material must not occur until.the spark gap is so
small that spark ignition is quenched or the spark is submerged in the
coating. FinaUy, a satisfactory insulating coating must be capable of
retaining its electrical.properties under the conditions of its use.

Comparison of vohnne resistitities (dielectric strengths) of plastic
coating materials in reference 15 reveals no particularly outstanding
ms.teridj but many, applied in practical thiclmess, can be expected to
have adequate breakdown voltages. Thus, surface resistance under him
dielectric stress became the prticipd criterion in the choice of a coat-
ing material, especially since it had been thought that the surface of
even the best coating might act as a conductor at high potentials and
deliver its electrostatic charge in an ignition spark. Since, except for
a few substances such as wsxes, swface resistitity is stated in refer-

ence 3 to change by a factor of 106 with a change in relative humidity
from 30 to 80 percent, polyethylene synthetic plastic was chosen to test
as one example of the materials that may provide an adequate protective
coating. This materisl is chemicsll.ysimilar to paraffti wsxbut has
more suitable ph~ical properties. However, other materials such as
polytetrafluoroethylenemay give adequate or better protection. For ex-
ample, even rubber tires were found to present no spark ignition problem,
although the preceding tests show that mibber surfaces can be expected
to chmge like metal in a stream of impinging fuel mist or clay dust. At
over 20 kilovolts, the tire and rubber would only slowly and partially
discharge when contacted with a grounded electrode. No spark could be
seen or heard, nor would the silent discharge ignite an inflsnmable
propae-air mixture. Therefore, no protective coating appears to be re-
quired for either “static conducting” or standard rubber tires, although
thinner rubber coverings such as de-icing boots mayrequtie coating to
prevent electrical puncture and discharge of the underl@ng metal.

Evaluation of polyethylene. - Polyethylene was applied to several
hollow steel spheres by two methods. b one method, called flock-coating,
the powdered polyethylene was fused to a sphere at a temperate above
the melttig point. In the second method, polyethylene powder was flame-
sprayed on a heated sphere. Flame-spraying produces a thinner, more uni-
form coating but, H improperly applied, may contain specks of conducting
csrbon. The thiclmess of the coating on the spheres varied from 0.006 to
0.094 inch. The largest available spheres that could be conveniently
mounted on the electrostaticvoltmeter as shown h figure 5 were selected.

These spheres were l% inches in diameter and were made of hollow welded

l/8-inch steel with a vapor-blasted finish.

To evaluate a coating for ignition-inhibitingproperties requires
that it be subjected to voltages of at least the order reached in the dust
and fuel blow5ng tests described h preceding sections. The object on
which the coating is to be tested must be large enough to store many times

. .. ———.—. ___ .—. .—. —
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the l-miJlijoule plausible ignition energy in order to ensure the possi-

bility of obtaining ignition spsrks. The surface of the 12&tich hollow

steel sphere is adequate in this respect, since it had a capacitance of

27.5X10-12 farad, which is capable of storing 7 millijoules or seven
times plausible ignition ener~ at the +27.5 kilovolts available from the
available d-c power supply. A spark from the uncoated-sphere and volt-

meter capacitance of 36X10-12 farad would consistently ignite a flowing
mixture of propane and air at 8.5 kilovolts or 1.4 millijoules.

Potentials of the 12~-inch polyethylene-coated sphere and the cor-

responding energies at which ignition trials were made are plotted as a
function of polyethylene thichess at the point of discharge h figure 8.
It will be noted that all ignitions, indicatedby circles, fall in a
region above a ltie drawn from 8.5 kilovolts on an uncoated sphere to
about 28 kilovolts on an srea with a 0.020-inch coating. Below this line
is a “stie” region in which the polyethylene coating was thick enough to
prevent ignitions, as indicatedby the square synibols,at the applied
potentials. Polyethylene coatings thicker than 0.020 inch thus offer
promise of protection against electrostatic spark ignition for the order
of potentials generated in previously described experiments.

Trials wtth a heavier (0.094-ti.) coating and the sphericsl electrode
produced only slow, nonluminous discharges. Luminous discharges were pro-
duced in these cases onlyby driving a pointed electrode through the coat-
ing. The sp~k appeared to be mibmerged in the polyethylene and, in ten
trials, would not ignite the propane-air mixture.

b order to -ure that contsmdnations of the polyethylene surface
with dust and fuel would not seriously alter these results, discharges of
experimental electrification of the sphere with a 0.094-inch polyethylene
coating were attempted. Dust or fuel, or both, were blown at the insula-
ted sphere suspended as shown in figure 9. Dust- and fuel-generated char-
ges of over 20 kilovolts thus obtained would not discharge at a rate suffi-
cient to cause igaition from or through the surface of the polyethylene.

Some detached crash wreckage may discharge ignition sparks in spite
of an insulating coating M bare areas, which may be produced as the
wreckage is torn from the main structure, attain a suitable spark-gap to
ground before slow discharge through the coating inerts the wreckage.

.

From measurements of electrificationrates of airplane wreckage by
dust and fuel mist and from previous data> the following results and es-
timates have been obtained from which the electrostatic ignition hazard
h airplane crashes maybe Judged:
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1. ~ simulated-crash electrification experiments at take-off speeds,
it was found that energy accumulated on airplane wreckage is a linear
function of the mass of clay dust or fuel mist intercepted. Wreckage
acquires a positive charge frcm clay dust and a negative charge from fuel
mist. The type of wreckage material appears to have minor effects on
electrification. Clay dust and fuel mist blown together at the wreckage
produce less electrification than either alone. A~”imum charging cur-
rent of 0.304 microampere per square foot of frontal area was obtained
3n experiments with airplane parts when 0.6 gram of clay dust or fuel
mist per cubic foot of air was blown at 45 to 65 miles per hour.

2. Insulating coatings having high dielectric strength aud surface
resistivity (polyethylene,polytetrtiluoroethylene)offer promise of pro-
tection against electrostatic spark ignition.

3. The greatest dimension of wreckage must exceed 1.33 tties the
reciprocal cube root of the trajectory height in feet in order to accumu-
late a plausible minimum ignition energy of 1 millijoules. For the great-
est height of dust or fuel cloud observed in the full-scale crashes (12
ft) during the time wreckage fell, this value exceeded 0.6 foot.

Lewis Flight propulsion Laboratory
Nationsl Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, August 26, 1953
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